GET CREATIVE

Lego Challenge Week #4
It's the last challenge week! So many towers built, so many Lego stepped on. Well done for making it so far... Your final challenges are here!

Giant Bubbles!
If you are spending some time outside and want to try a great bubble science experiment, have a go at these giant bubbles! Click here for more info

Homemade Sunset
Do try this at home! Marvin and Milo are back to show an amazing trick to create your own personal sunset through physics. Try it!

Play Prompts
Bored and struggling to find something to do? Not anymore! This pack has 20 easy play activities to try at home. Click here

MAKING MUSIC

Make music with found sound & homemade instruments
Your home is full of instruments waiting to be found, especially in the kitchen!

You can strike, shake and scrape household items to make music with pots, pans, cutlery, jars, glasses, cheese graters and more! For inspiration and ideas about how to make your own musical rhythms and sounds, watch this creative use of kitchen utensils.

Kitchen Percussion: Flash Bang Wallop

Young children and their families may also enjoy our free short online course Homemade Instruments using everyday objects to learn about timbre, beat, pitch, rhythm & dynamics.

WORLD OF WORK

Key worker of the week: Post Office

The post office are in charge of making sure all the letters and parcels that we send reach the right person. This has been even more important lately when we haven't been able to see friends and family face to face. We have still been able to send letter and gifts to each other thanks to the Post Office.

While the shops have been closed the Post Office have also helped to deliver items that we buy online.

ACTIVITY:

Write a letter to a friend who you haven't seen in a while to tell them what you have been up to at home.